Integrated Online Teaching Tools

Our online teaching tools help teachers illustrate concepts, model student practice, and move through the lessons with efficiency and fidelity. These web-based companions to the teacher lesson plans can be used with interactive whiteboards, LCD projectors, laptops, tablets, or stand-alone computers. We offer six web-based, online, virtual teaching tools: Countdown Online, Blast Online, HD Word Online, Phonics Boost Online, Phonics Blitz Online, and Letter Tiles Online.

Countdown Online™
This interactive teaching tool is essential to delivering Countdown’s playful activities. Countdown Online is designed to facilitate smooth and efficient instruction. It helps bring your classroom to life with colorful, iconic imagery that allows the teacher to deliver many exposures and practice opportunities, while virtually eliminating teacher prep time.

Blast Online™
This interactive teaching tool should be used with Blast Foundations™ to add a new dimension to instruction. Blast Online will help you engage emerging and struggling readers as you work through the Blast lessons. Blast Online has annual and six-month subscription options to meet individual teaching needs.

HD Word Online™
To teach HD Word™ with fidelity, this interactive teaching tool is essential. This online component brings the lessons to life. HD Word Online has annual and six-month subscription options to meet individual teaching needs.

Phonics Blitz Online™
Phonics Blitz Online is optional but highly recommended. It helps you teach Phonics Blitz™ with fidelity and makes the lessons more vibrant. Blitz Online has annual and six-month subscription options to meet individual teaching needs.

Phonics Boost Online™
Phonics Boost Online is optional but highly recommended. It helps you teach Phonics Boost™ with fidelity and makes the lessons more vibrant. Boost Online has annual and six-month subscription options to meet individual teaching needs.

Letter Tiles Online™
This interactive teaching tool can be used with any phonics program, including Phonics Blitz™ or Boost™, to add dimension to your phonics instruction. Letter Tiles Online will engage struggling and beginning readers in grades K-12.